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INTRODUCTION
Scratch games

•

Intellectual disabilities (ID) is a state of insufficient development of the central nervous
system during the early development of an individual and is characterized by a deficit in
an individual’s intellectual and adaptive functioning (APA, 2013).

•

• Reference: MIT
Media Lab, 2019.
• Description: a
large database of
stories, digital
games, and
animations
available in
different
languages.

Deficits in adaptive functioning are more difficult to detect and measure by standard
tests than the intellectual ones.
Adaptive
functioning
skills

Conceptual skills: language, money, time concepts
Social skills: inter and intrapersonal skills, judgment, social problem solving
Practical skills: self-care, activities of daily living, occupation

•

Aim: to provide an overview of digital games that enable the acquisition of everyday life
skills for students with ID.
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• Purpose: it offers many playable games, created by various authors and institutions, related to
everyday life skills such as a healthy food-collecting game or seasons game (Hoić-Božić et al., 2019).
• Special requirements: using analogies, practical examples and objects related to the students’ usual
social situation.

DIGITAL GAMES FOR ACQUIRING EVERYDAY LIFE SKILLS
Bimi Boo games

•

Educational games specifically designed for students with ID are difficult to find, and
existing ones are not always available to the public.

•

Teachers have to find games that are not explicitly categorized as games for students
with ID, but such students can play them.

•

In order to find such games, one must first find available game databases (such as
iTunes, Google play, or Scratch), search them, and test each game for special
requirements due to the specific difficulties of the students.

•

As there is no unified list of all requirements, the process of finding adequate games is
very time-consuming.

Game for instilling healthy eating habits
• Reference: Isasi et al., 2013.
• Description: a set of mini-games
for tablet with different aims.
• Purpose: put healthy food into a
bowl in order to make a salad or
drag the right food on the table in
order to make a healthy breakfast.
• Special requirements: students
receive feedback immediately after
the end of a task, the game uses
familiar symbols.

• Reference: Bimi Boo
Kids, 2021.
• Description:
educational game
apps that can be
played by students
with ID.

• Purpose: the apps cover mastering a wide range of academic and everyday life skills like the
Birthday game where players can make a cake, buy gifts and decorate the yard, and the Play and
Learn game which trains the player the difference in sizes and colors and develops attention and fine
motor skills.
• Special requirements: using many levels so that challenges can be easily overcome, allowing
students to cooperate together by playing the games on a tablet.

Shopping with us
• Reference: Lopez-Basterretxea et al., 2014.
• Description: a serious game that promotes independent living for people with ID.
• Purpose: it includes real-life situations divided into three parts – cooking recipes, shopping offers,
and healthy style.
• Special requirements: authors used realistic elements to simulate real-life, short conclusions after
each game, and clear and easy interface, and did not use time limits because of different user
profiles (severity of ID) and no animation or sound effects in order to keep the user focused.

VirtualMat game
• Reference: Oliveira Malaquias et al., 2013.
• Description: educational virtual environment for learning mathematical and logical concepts
important to everyday life.
• Purpose: the student can prepare a shopping list, go to shopping, pay for the groceries, take them
home to organize them.
• Special requirements: imitating real world situations, using intuition interface, and familiar objects.
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Juhuhu
• Reference: HRT, 2021.
• Description: tablet app for children divided into three groups – look, listen and play; it contains
video and radio shows, popular cartoons and documentaries, and games.
• Purpose: on the first level of the cooking game the player is learning about seasonal food, and later
what dishes can you make with the food.
• Special requirements: the game enables skill progression from simpler to more complex, which is
achieved by leveling the game.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
• The process of selecting digital educational games suitable for students with ID is
very time-consuming because some special requirements must be taken into
account to be playable by students with ID.
• In order to shorten the process of testing and analyzing each educational game
playable by students with ID, an expert system would be of great use.
• The expert system will provide special education teachers with
recommendations that will help them to implement digital games in the teaching
process which will address the student’s individual needs with the goal of
developing intellectual and adaptive skills.
• The expert system will be developed based on an ontology which will describe all
game characteristics, requirements, relations, and users in a formal and
machine-readable way.

• In this way, by defining semantic data models and combining them with the
associated domain knowledge, the individual needs of students can also be more
formally described.
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